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What anti-zoning arguments have you 
heard?

• “Don’t tell me what to do”

• It’s anti-development/anti-business

• Property owners know better than city 

employees what is best for them



WHY are we doing this?

• Compatible uses make good neighbors

• Good neighbors make good ground rules

• Good ground rules provide predictability

• Good planning provides preparedness

• Individual interests don’t always equal good collective 

outcomes



What is the largest purchase/investment 
you will ever make?





Comprehensive Plan 

■ What’s in it? 

– Land Use

– Transportation

– Public Facilities

– Energy

– Public visioning

■ When is it required? 

– Pre-requisite to adopting a zoning code

– There’s no “expiration date”

■ Why do it? How to use it? 



Current Land use vs. Future Land Use vs. Zoning

■ Future Land Use

– Aspirational

– Outlined in the 

Comprehensive 

Plan

– The “Plan” 

■ Zoning

– Legal use

– Outlined in the 

Zoning Code

– The Law- which 

includes 

parameters and 

regulations

■ Current Land Use

– Current use-

conforming or not

– Just a matter of 

fact



Non-conforming Uses

■ Zoning Code lists a different use for a property than the current use

■ They are not “Illegal”- grandfathered in. 

■ Every code deals with non-conforming uses differently 

■ Poorly written code can make non-conforming uses extremely difficult to sell





Future Land Use Maps: 
Conventional vs Innovative

Conventional
• Parcel by parcel 

• Not much flexibility

• Not much guidance on transitions of uses, 

decision making 





Zoning



A note about zoning codes:

■ All you can enforce is what is written in the code

■ Every community’s zoning code will be unique

■ What’s in it? 

– Land use (Permitted (by right), or conditional) 

– Height, lot coverage, setbacks, screening 

– Procedures

– Special district requirements

■ Floodplain

■ Airport overlay

■ Enhanced design standards



Good code makes your job MUCH 
easier

■ Watch for loopholes

■ A good zoning code will give good guidance

■ A poor zoning code can impede growth



A well-written zoning code

■ Good definitions

■ Provides direction in decision making

■ Easy to use for staff and the public

■ Is a living document





Building Setbacks



Maximum Height, Lot Coverage, Etc.



Land Use



Landscaping



Primary vs Accessory Uses



Fence Height



CONTEXT



Know Your Roles

■ Staff

■ Planning Commission

■ Council/Board/County Commission

■ Board of Adjustment

■ Public



Know Your Roles: Staff

■ Review applications

■ Write staff reports

■ Make recommendations

■ Assist applicants

■ Interpret and enforce code

DOES DOES NOT

■ Communicate personal opinions

■ Talk about a project outside of work

■ Enforce code based on what it 

should be rather than what it says

■ Have the final say



Know Your Roles: Planning Commission

■ Makes recommendations to Council on:

– Final Plats

– Zone Changes

– Code Changes

– Redevelopment Projects

– Comprehensive Plan

– Annexations

■ May have final say on:

– Preliminary Plats

– Conditional/Special Use Permits



Know Your Roles: City Council/Village 
Board/ County Commission

■ Makes final decision on:

– Final Plats

– Development Agreements

– Zone Changes

– Annexations

– Redevelopment Projects

– Comprehensive Plan

– Code Changes

■ May make final decision on:

– Conditional/Special Use Permits

– Preliminary Plats



Know Your Roles: Board of Adjustment

Hears appeals for:

– Staff interpretation of code

– Mapping discrepancies

– Variances



Know Your Roles: Public

■ Visioning and plan input 

■ Submit proposed plats, request zoning changes

■ Public hearings 



Know Your Roles: Public

■ Map out who is interested in particular projects and the 
how you plan to communicate

■ It’s a spectrum, one size doesn’t fit all: 

Inform Collaborate

(Low power, 

low interest)

(High power, 

high interest)



Questions to Ask- Making decisions

Conditional Use Permit

■ What hours will it be open?

■ How much traffic will it generate?

■ How much parking will be 

needed/available on site?

■ Will this cause any noise, light, smells, 

or other concerns for neighboring 

properties?

■ Are there any conditions that we need 

to stipulate before approval?

Zone Change

■ What are the typical hours of uses 

allowed in this zone?

■ Is the traffic typically seen in this zone 

appropriate for this area of town?

■ Will this zone be generally compatible 

with the zones around it?  Hours of 

activity, building size and lot 

configuration, traffic, lighting, etc.

■ WHAT DOES THE COMP PLAN SAY???



2.2.1.B.ii. AMENDMENTS TO CHANGE ZONING DISTRICTS. When a proposed amendment

would result in a change of the zoning classification of any specific property, the report of the

Planning Commission, accompanied by a copy of the record of the hearing, shall contain

statements as to the present classification, the classification under the proposed amendment, the

reasons for seeking such reclassification, a summary of the facts presented, and a statement of the

factors upon which the recommendation of the commission is based. The following questions are

provided as example considerations:

1. Would the change in district classification be consistent with the purposes of these regulations

and the intent of the proposed district?

2. What is the character and condition of the surrounding neighborhood?

3. What are the uses of property nearby and their district classification?

4. Is the proposed amendment requested because of changed or changing conditions in the area

affected and, if so, what is the change?

5. Is the subject property suitable for the uses to which it is restricted by the current district

classification?

6. Is the subject property suitable for the uses that are permitted by the proposed district

reclassification?

7. Would the uses permitted by the proposed district reclassification and the accompanying

restrictions have a detrimental effect on nearby property?

8. Would the proposed amendment correct an error in the application of these regulations as

applied to the subject property?

9. Should the length of time the subject property has remained vacant be a factor in the

consideration for reclassification?

10. Do adequate utilities and streets exist or will they be provided to serve the uses that would be

permitted by the proposed district reclassification?





Questions to Avoid

■ Why do you think that type of business will be successful here?

■ How will the additional competition affect other businesses in town?

■ Who is behind this?  Are they a respected member of our community?’

■ What kind of people will be living/working here?



Findings of Fact

■ A record documenting the decision

■ Explain why and how you reached your decision

■ Apply facts to law

■ Focus only on relevant information



The Tough Stuff: Why do people get mad?

■ Lack of respect

■ Lack of control



The Tough Stuff: 
Making people feel respected

■ Respond in a timely manner.  Give a timeframe for your response.

■ Don’t be afraid to say you don’t know something, but will find out

■ Apologize for mistakes

■ Allow for other interpretations/viewpoints

■ BE HUMBLE!!!



The Tough Stuff: 
If code requirements don’t make sense, 
QUESTION IT!

■ Ask for help in understanding it

■ Make changes when necessary

■ Understand what you are enforcing, and why



Talk to other professionals

■ Public Safety

– Fire Marshal

– Police

■ Public Works

– Streets

– Water

– Sewer

– Trash



■ Reducing conflict among 

neighbors

■ Ensuring public safety

■ Ensuring good use of 

community resources

■ Creating a comfortable, 

prosperous community for all
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